
FACTSHEETS AND 
DISCLOSURE

INSIGHTS

This year, the spotlight has been firmly shone on whether the industry is doing enough to 
inform and update its retail investors. The focus needs to shift from lengthy and extensive 
‘transparency’ towards clarity.

Boring Money’s report will help any group to get an immediate understanding of what good 
looks like to a retail customer – and how to focus efforts on the right things to achieve better 
levels of understanding, clarity – and ultimately – trust.

REPORT NOTES

The report includes research from an online survey 
conducted with 1,000 fund investors. Fund investors are 

defined as investors who hold a Stocks and Shares ISA, 
investment account/share trading account or personal 

pension/SIPP and who say they invest in funds.

It also includes testing of real factsheets for the 
best-selling funds. This includes ‘graffitied’ factsheets 

on what investors like and dislike about each, and scoring 
on clarity and visual format for each.
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INSIGHTS

Pillar Two - Cost
• Cost is particularly important when looking for a new 

fund

• Even the savviest investors find it hard to ascertain what 

they are paying

• Jargon and % usage

• There are multiple sources of confusion around charges

• What do investors want to know about cost?

• Sample 1 of good practice

• Sample 2 of good practice

• Sample 3 of good practice

• Sample 4 of good practice

• OCF and transaction fee disclosure

Pillar Three – Risk
• What do investors want to know about risk?

• Investor views on risk

Pillar Four – How my money is invested
• Asset allocation information is of limited use by itself

• What do investors want to know about how their money 

is invested?

Pillar Five – Objectives
• Can investors recall objectives of all the funds they hold?

• What do people want to know about fund objectives?

• Investors on fund objectives

 Pillar Six – Trust/Brand
• Trust is essential when choosing a fund to invest in

• Good communications can help to build trust

Factsheet testing
• Detailed visual reports showing consumer feedback and 

mark-ups of the best-selling retail funds’ factsheets

• Good practice illustrations

• Understanding of objectives is hampered by jargon

• Costs feel hidden

• Performance can be difficult to interpret

Summary of findings
• Summary of findings

• Summary of recommendations

• What good could look like

Introduction
• Project summary

• Executive Summary

• Methodology

• Approach

Key insights
• Investors mainly care about performance

• Confidence levels when choosing suitable funds

• Most have a basic understanding of disclosure 

documents

• Majority read regular updates, but are unlikely to go 

elsewhere for info

• Who sources this information directly from fund 

managers?

• How often do consumers read fund manager materials? 

How many read on a desktop/laptop How many would go 

direct to the fund manager’s website

• Interest in tools to help select a fund

• How many are satisfied with fund manager information

• Communication satisfaction varies significantly by 

provider

• What is an ideal length?

• Investors want regular communications

• Transparency is a key factor of value

• Research has identified four main barriers to 

understanding

• Understanding of industry terms cannot be taken for 

granted

• Addressing these barriers could increase engagement

Identifying the key pillars
• Key themes investors cite about factsheets

• The three most important elements

 

Pillar One – Performance
• Performance details are generally considered most 

important

• What do investors want to know about performance?

• They need help judging how well a fund has performed

• How is performance analysed?
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